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slm of all the nonpole terms in each is zero. The results
above indicate that it is reasonable to require the pion
nonpole term to vanish according to the Cottingham'
recipe X= 1. If the form factor turns out to fall o6 con-
siderably faster than the p pole, however, since the co

contribution a la Cottingham is only' 0.15 MeV and the
p contribution is negligible, ' either the effect of the
intermediate pion's being off shell or of other odd-G
nonstrange meson states such as the A1 and 32 must be
important. g
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It is shown that the assumption of vanishing commutators between space components of currents is in-
compatible with the conjecture connecting the observed SU(6)-like hadron spectrum with the algebra of the
currents and its contraction.

HE hadron spectrum still fits' a description in
terms of a static group containing SU(6). With

the failure of schemes in which the SU(2) representing
the "SU(6) spin" had been identified with the spin
defined by the Poincare group, it seems that the most
interesting suggestion for an identification is the
Feynrnan —Gell-Mann —Zweig (FGZ) hypothesis con-
necting this SU(2) with the space components of the
axial-vector currents. ' ln a quark (or any spinor-field)
model, the local densities of the (vector) charge v,'(x)
and of the axial-vector currents' space components
u, (x) close on a "local SU(6),"

(1)

9"(x),a '(y) 3=if"a"(x)~'(x—y)
+Schwinger term, (2)

r.a"(x),at'b) j=i""d't»"(x)6'(x—y)
+ &-f* '( )e(»—y)+S.T. , (3)

~ See, for example, H. Harari, in Proeeed&ugs of the Fourteeuth
International Conference on JJigh-Energy Physics, Uienna, 1068,
edited by J. Prentki and J. Steinberger (CKRN, Geneva, 1968),
p. 195.

'R. P. Feynman, M. Gell-Mann, and G. Zweig, Phys. Rev.
Letters 13, 678 (1964).

where i, j=0 to 8; o., r, p= 1 to 3. The SU(6) spin is
provided by i =0, a unitary singlet in

S = d'xa, '(x).

Glossing over various problems connected with the
nonconserved nature of S;,we have studied' the fate of
the FGZ hypothesis when (3) is replaced by the con-
tracted Lee-Weinberg-Zumino (LWZ) commutators, e

La,'(x),a,'(y) 3=0.
It would have been conceivable that the contracted
algebra of the S, and F; )the SU(3) global charges)
which we name G would preserve the general structure
of the SU(6) spectrum defined by the uncontracted
generators E. This cannot be a straightforward con-
nection as in some other cases of contraction (e.g. , from

3 L. Michel and Y. Ne'eman, in Proceedings of the International
Conference on Symmetries and Quark Models, Detroit, 1969
(unpublished).

4 T. D. Lee, S. steinberg, and B.Zumino, Phys. Rev. Letters 18,
1029 (1967).
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the Lorentz So(1,3) to Es, the Euclidean group in three
dimensions' since E is compact and has finite unitary
irreducible representations (irreps) while

G—=Ps+iSU(3) = TXSU(3)= TXE (6)

is an inhomogeneous (I) noncompact algebra with
SU(3) as the compact subgroup E of the Ii; and three
(P) translationlike Abelian nonets (Ps+i) given by the
5; and denoted by T. The irreps of C go over into
reducible representations of E when we preserve
Hermiticity of the generators.

We have studied' the irreps of 6 following Wigner's
analysis of the Poincare group, and using Mackey's
theory of induced representations and a recent charac-
terization of the geometry of octet spaces. ' The class
DU(&) provides the best physical assignment for mesons
(Dz') and the only one for baryons (Dr'), where Der
stands for the irrep defined by the f-labeled irrep of the
little group Ii Lhere Ii is the hypercharge gauge group

L. Michel and L. Radicati, in Symmetry Princip/es at High
Energy (Benjamin, New York, 1968),p. 19;and unpublished notes
on the geometry of the SU(3) octet space.

and f is the hypercharge value V which labels the U(1)
irreps$:

Dr'= 1 j-4X8 j-3X10+3X10*+QX2'7+ (7)

Dr'=2X8+4X10+2X10 +6X2'7 j- '
& (8)

where Dr' is seen to decompose into one SU(3) singlet,
four octets Las in 35 of SU(6)j, three decuplets, etc. ,
and Dr' bears a close resemblance to the SU(6) 56 in its
smaller SU(3) irreps.

However, we have also found' a strong negative result
in the form of the following theorem: A unitary irrep of
G coltains at most os SU(3) singlet. Thus every SU(3)
singlet should be spinless and there is no way of ac-
commodating unitary singlets such as F*(1405,s ),
lr*(1520,ss ), and the unitary singlet combinations of
the oi /or—f' f"—

In conclusion, replacement of the triplet-field' com-
mutators (3) by the LWZ set (5) is inconsistent with the
preservation of even a remote connection with an
SU(6)-like spectrum.

e H. Goldberg and Y. Ne'eman, Nnovo Cimento 2/, 1 (1963).
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A connection between an idea of Dashen's concerning SU(3) mass splitting and a similar treatment based
upon the algebraic approach of Cabibbo, Horwitz, and Ne'eman is pointed out. Comment is also made on
results obtained recently by Buccella et ul. concerning hadron electromagnetic mass splittings.

' 'N this note we would like to point out the connection
- ~ between an idea of Dashen's' concerning SU(3)
mass splitting and a similar treatment' based upon the
algebra of factorized Regge residues. ' In view of this
connection, we compare also some results obtained re-
cently by Buccella et al. ,4 concerning the magnitude of
hadron couplings to the A2 trajectory, to the results of
Ref. 2.

In Ref. 1, Dashen suggested that the matrix elements
of the Gell-Mann —Oakes —Renners scalar densities U;

~ Work supported in part by the Air Force OfFice of Scienti6c
Research, Ofhce of Aerospace Research, U. S. Air Force, under
AFOSR grant No. EOOAR-68-0010, through the European Ofhce
of Aerospace Research.' R. Dashen, Phys. Rev. 183, 1245 (1969).

'L. P. Horwitz and A. Kantorovich, Phys. Rev. 183, 1300
(1969);Phys. Rev. D 1, 2716(K) (1970).

3 N. Cabibbo, L. Horwitz, and Y. Ne'eman, - Phys. Letters 22,
336 (1966); hereafter denoted CHN.

F. BucceMa, M. Cini, M. DeMaria, and B. Tirozzi, Nuovo
Cimento 64A, 927 (1969).

are dominated by poles in the angular momentum
plane. The SU(3) nondiagonal operators are connected
to divergences of the vector currents, which are SU(3)
rotations of the Hamiltonian density, or rather its
SU(3) breaking part. The diagonal operators, on the
other hand, appear in the Hamiltonian density itself:

F00 |I00 (1)
where 0' is the LSU(3) XSU(3))~' scalar (which would
look like ft'Y,e V'lt in a quark fieldmodel) and. H' is the
chiral-symmetry-breaking part

H'= aUs+bUs+cUs. (2)

The U; are dominated, according to this idea, by the
nonet of tensor meson even-signature trajectories. This
is expressed in the CHN model by coupling these tra-
jectories to the scalar charges 5; at zero-momentum

' M. Gell-Mann, R. Oakes, and B. Renner, Phys. Rev. 175,
2193 (1968).


